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Mistake #1

We assumed innovative 
and “high-flying” schools 
had the answers.



Mistake #2

We assumed that the 
place to look for powerful 
learning was in core 
academic classes.



A Surprising Pattern….



Periphery More Vital than the Core

Core

Periphery



The Power of the Periphery

• Authentic Purpose: Arc towards public performance

• Students as leaders/adults as collaborators

• Community/family

• Interdependent roles

• Whole game at junior level

• Mastery, identity, creativity

  

(Suburban Traditional High School)



Deeper Learning in the Long Run 

Mastery

Identity
Creativity



Philosophy as Literature



Science: Methods of Scientific Inquiry

❖ Design an experiment around an authentic 
research question (ex: does music make you 
more focused while studying?)

❖ Choice and agency

❖ Conduct literature review

❖ Design the study, given financial and logistical 
constraints

❖ Adjust hypothesis when null results happen

(Urban Traditional High School)



California Exonerate Project

XONR8 Project (High Tech High Chula Vista)

❖ Meet with real exonerees
❖ Meet with lawyers at the CIP
❖ Read & analyze a “training case”
❖ Work on a pending case
❖ Present cases to the CIP lawyers
❖ Write a final argumentative essay 



Whole Game Teachers: The Stance

Most Teachers “Whole game” teachers

Educational goal Cover the material Inspire to become a member 
of the field

Pedagogical priorities Breadth Depth

View of knowledge Certain Uncertain

Role of student Receiver of knowledge Creator of knowledge

View of failure Something to be avoided Critical for learning

Ethos Compliant Purpose + play



Slow Down



Apprenticeship



The “Grammar of Schooling”

◻ Age graded schooling

◻ Egg crate classrooms

◻ Siloed subjects

◻ Leveling and tracking

◻ Grading as sorting

◻ Teaching as transmission



Ten Ideas to Make Schools More Human

1. Relationships & Belonging: Every student seen, known, and heard

2. Student Agency & Leadership

3. Marie Kondo the Curriculum

4. Create the space, time & connections to do real work

5. Mastery, Identity, and Creativity: Hit the Sweet Spot

6. 40 “Whole Games” By End of 5th Grade

7. Every “core class” an elective

8. School-wide exhibitions twice a year

9. Every student does something significant that contributes to the real 
world, at least once a year.

10.  Abolition! Every school names at least 3 things that you will  STOP 
doing, each year.



Mastery

CreativityIdentity
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Let’s Discuss!



A New Grammar of Schooling

 Existing grammar of 
schooling

New grammar of schooling

Purpose Assimilate pre-existing 
content 

Student as producer

View of knowledge Siloed and fixed Interconnected and dynamic
Learning modality Teaching as transmission Learning through doing

Roles One teacher, many students Various roles: Apprenticeship learning

Boundaries between 
disciplines

Strong Permeable

Boundaries between 
school and world

Strong Permeable

Boundaries between 
academic and practical

Strong Permeable 

Places where students 
learn

Schools Various, including schools, community centers, field 
sites, online

Choice Limited Open, multiple 
Time Short blocks of fixed length Longer blocks, space for immersive experiences
Assessment Seat time, standardized tests Worthy products in the domain: projects, portfolios, 

performances, research 



Integrating Skill-Building 
Within a More Complex Task

❖ Closing the distance between the school version of the subject and the 
actual version of the subject

❖ Kyle, English teacher, high poverty traditional public school:

❖ Ta-Nehisi Coates article, “In Defense of a Loaded Word.”

❖ Lesson 1: Annotate and decipher

❖ Lesson 2: Debate

❖ Lesson 3: Examine the “form” of the article

❖ Equity: Shorter texts, sometimes more scaffolding, but core approach 
the same; “teaching students to think” even more important for 
teachers of high poverty students



Performing vs. Learning

Interviewer:  Are students comfortable with the idea that 
there could be five or six, and it depends on how you 
measured it, or how you look at it?  Do they think there 
should be an answer?

Chemistry teacher: No.  They think there should be—

Physics teacher: Yes, there should be a right answer.

Chemistry teacher:  They wanna know what we want.  I 
mean I think I learned early on that a poker face is really 
important. It seems to me like there’s a lot of students 
who just learn to read teachers’ faces.



Performing vs. Learning


